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INSTRUCTIONS:

This paper consists THREE sections A, B and C.

Attempt all questions in section A.

Answer any three questions in section B.

Answer only one question in section C"
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You may use a calculator and mathematical instruments.
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SECTION A: Answer all questions.

1. Name two instruments which can be used,
small metal sphere.

2. a) Copy the diagram below and complete it.

(55 marks)

accurately to measure the diameter of a
(2 marks)

(2 marks)

b) A person sees only far objects clearly.
i) Which vision defect cotrld cause this?
ii) Which type of lens could correct this defect?

3. A body has mass and weight. Which of the two quantities:
a) is a vector?
b) is measured in newtons?
c) remains the same at any place?

4" The mass of a body is O.026 kg and its density is 1.-3 kg/m". Calculate the volume
of the body. Express the answer in standard form.

5" A uniform meter rule is pivoted at the 45 cm mark. A mass of 59 is placed at the
Scm and it balances the meter rulehoirzontally.
Calculate the mass of the meter rule.

6. a) Eefine the term pressure.
b) What effect does lower air pressure have on the boiling point of water?
c) The mass of the rectangular block below is 15kg.

i) Calculate the pressure exerted on the ground by each of the surf.aces A and B"
Takeg= 10N/kg 7i

i) the displacement and distance of this movement.
iii ttre average speed if the whole journey takes 2 hours. t

2Awt A B

4Ocm
l6csr

ii. What conclusion can you rnake from your answers about the area in contact with
the surface and the pressure exerted? (1 mark)

7. a) State 3 methods of heat transfer. (3 marks)
b) A girl boils water in a source pan on a stove. Identify the methods of heat transfer

(1 mark)that take place"

8" Copy the bar rnagnets below and show the magnetic field lines of force arounct
Lhcur. Label Lhc uuulrerl poirrl. (2"5 marks)ret r-l

9" a) Identify the differences betureen distance and displacement of a moving bocly. (2 marks)

b) A man walks 4 km away from his home and then returns to his home. Determine:

(1 mark)
(L mark)

(1 mark)
(1 mark)
(1 mark)

(2 marks)

{2"5 marks}

(1 mark)
(I" marki

(2 marhs)

(1 mark)
(1 mark)
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10. a) State the unit of power.
b) In loading a 1orr5,, a boy lifts a 25 kg bag of sugar through a height of 2m.

Calculate;
i) The work done. Take g = 10N/kg
ii) The power developed if the boy takes 2 second.s to load tl.e lorry.

1i. a) State the laws of electrostatic charges.
b) A current of 2A flows for 3 seconds. Calculate the charge passing a point.

12. al What is the difference between speed and velocity?
b) The initial speed of a car is 20km/h. After 30 minutes the speed of the car is

SOkno/h, calculate tie acceleration.

13. a)An electric current flows through a high resistance conductor. What effect does
the current have on the resistance?

b)
{5V

(1 mark)

(2 marks)
(2 marks)

(2 marks)
(2 marks)

(1 mark)

(2 marks)

(I" mark)

(1 mark)

(3 marks)
15"

From the electric circuit above, calculate the current recorded by ammeters 41, 42 and A3.
c) Calculate the cost of running three 100 W lamps and six 60 W lamps for 10

hours if electric enerry costs 50 Frw per Kwh. (2 marks)
L4" al Which is the source of enerry that enables plants to make food in tJreir green

leaves?
b) A child picks up a stone and tl:en releases it. List three enerry changes that

occur"

(3O marks)

(3 marks)
(1 mark)

{4 marks)
(2 marks)

a) Copy and complete the diagram below showing clearly the incid#rtray,the normal
ray, angle of incidence and angle of reflection. (2 marks)

b) State the relation between the angle of incid.ence and angle of reflection. (1 mark)

Seetion Bt Answer ontg three questions

16.a) State t-he three states of water and explain the d.ifferences between them.
b) A mass of air can have different volumes without changing its mass. Why?
c) A botfle of milk remains cool when it stands in water in a clay pot in warfil

surroundings. Why?
d) Expiain what is meant by diffusion of liquids.

LZ " i:) State and explain the factors which affect resistance of a conductor wire at
constant temperahrre. (4"s marks)

ii) What is meant by the resistivity of a conductor material? , (1.S marks)
iii) A resistance of 2Ofl is needed from a long resistance wire of radius 0.7 mm and

resistivit5r i "0x 10-5 Om. How long is the resistance wire needed? (2 marks)
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18. a) i) Copy the diagram in your answer book and complete it"
I

ii) On the diagram label the refracted ray and emergent ray.
iii) What can you say about the incident ray and emergent ray?

b) Copy the diagram and complete it, label the angle of deviation.

in liquids depends.
b) The density of lake water is 1000kgfm3. The pressure at a pointA below the

surface of lake water is 45000Pa. Calculate the depth of the point A under the
surface"

c) It is better to use a liquid in hydraulic machines than a gas. Why?

d) Give two examples where transmission of pressure in liquids is applied.

2O. al Define the term specifrc heat capacily"

Glass

c) A light ray incident to a triangular glass prism is separated into different colors.
i) What is the process called?
iil What causes the separation of colors?
iii) Which color is bent most?
iv) Which color is bent least?

19. a) i) With aid of a diagram, show how pressure in a liquid increases with depth of
the liquid. (3 marks)

ii) Name another quantity, besides depth of a liquid, on which variation of pressure

,r/t
/'

prism

(2 marks)

(2 rnarks)
(2 marks)

(1 mark)
(1 mark)
(1 mark)
(1 mark)

(L mark)

(2 marks)
(2 marhs)
(2 marks)

(2 marks)
b) Determine the heat given out when an iron ball of mass 3 kgs and specific heat

capacity of 4aAJ /kg cools from 200"C to 100'C.. (2 marks)

c) Water is used to cool car engines and in the radiators of central heating systems.
Why is water a better liquid to use in cooiing engines? (2 marks)

d) A shiny object and a black object are left in the sun. Which of the two objects
becomes hot? Explain your answer. (3 marks)
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SECIrON C: Answer onl5ir one question. (/15 marks|

2L" Th.e electric circuit below may be used to determine the unlseown resistance of a conductor.

What is the use of part A (l mark)
Name part B and state its function. (2 marks)
i) The ammeter has a low resistance. Why? (2 marks)
ii) Name the instrument labeled and state its function. Explain why it has a high

a)

b)
c)

d)

e)

resistance.
Small currents should be used in this experiment. Why?

(3 marks)
(2 marks)

Results below were obtained from this type of experiment. Copy the table in your
answer book and complete it. Calculate the mean resistance. (4 marks)

Voltmeter readinE (V) Ammeter readins {A) Resistance ff))
1 0.5
2 1.1
3 1.6
4 2.O

2.6
6 3.0

22.You are provided with a clock, electric immersion heater of knoum Bpwer, small pieces of ice,
a beaker and a funnel. See the apparatus below. A beam balance iJ'provided to determine
the mass of water.

Sxallpiccre ofico

Fflbr.fiurrrcl -----+

I

a) State what is meant by specific latent heat of fusion of a substance. (2 marks)
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I

b) Describe how you would use the apparatus above to determine the specilic
latent heat of fusion of ice.

c) Why is the immersion heater better than a bunsen burner flame in this
experiment?

d) Mention a possible cause of error in the experiment (1 mark)

23. a) You are provided with a beam balance, a beaker, a measuring cylinder (250cm3),
water, test tube and a thin thread. Describe how you may determine the density
of the test tube. Show clearly how you arrive at the linal results. A11 necessary
calculations should be shown. Mention any precautions you take.
(ignore the mass of air in the test tube.

b) A pupil carried out tl:e experiment above and obiained the following results.
(11 marks)

- Mass of test tttbe = 269
- Volume of water in tube = 40 cm3
- First level of water in tl:e measuring cylinder = 20cm"
- Level of water in the measuring cylinder + test tube full of water = 70crn3

Calculate the density of the test tube and express the arlswer in kilograms per
cubic'meter. (4 marks)

END.

ANSWERS TO ORDINARY TEVEL PITYSICS PAPER 2OO3I2OO4

SECTION A:

1. Vernier caliper, micrometer screw gauge.

2.a)

I forttl lengtli

b) i) Farsightedness (hyperopia) or presbyopia

ii) The farsighted eye is assisted by the use of a converging lens

3. a) Weight, b) Weight, c) Mass

m 
v =L =CI =016 = 1xlo-zm4. Volume: p=;= p r.J

5.

,,
ttr

6. a) Pressure (symbol "p") is the force acting normally per unit area applied in a direction perpendicrrlar to the

surface ofarr object

b) It decreascs thc boiling point 
{

(9 marks)

(1 mark)

PrirciPrl focua
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c) i) pressure exerted on the ground by area A: p = | = llllg = Z000pa.' A 0.2xO.4

pressure exerted on the ground by area B: p = i = ="tif= = 5000pa.' A o.1,6x02

ii) If the force is concentrated on a small area, it will exert a higher pressure than if the same force is
distributed over a large surface area.

7" a) Conduction, Convection and Radiation
b) Conduaion and convection

8.

ta:l.saffiB*
9" a) Distance is a scalar quantity describing the length of the path between two points along which the particle

has travelled while displacement is a vector quantity; defined as distance moved in specified direction or
the change from its initial position to its final position.

b) i) Displacement is zero, distance = Bkm. '

ii) Average speed: = * = *!Y= 4kmlhrAt Zhrs

10. a) The unit of power is a Watt. (\4I)

b) i) Work done: W = Fh = mgh = ZSx1.TxZ = 5001

ii)Power: r=Y= ry=250W
1"1" a) Like charges repel and unlike charges atLract each other. This is called the bisic law of electrostatic

charges"

b) Using i--9 *Q = it : 2 x3 = 6C.

12" a) Speed describes how fast something is moving; it is a scalar quantity while velocity describes how fast
something is moving in a specific direction. It is a vector quantity.

b) "Accelerarion: a =o* ={],.39 = 60km/hr z = 0.004s3m/sz

13. a) Heat effect or joule effect.

b)Equivalentresistancr,l = : - 
1-(= * - 

RcRb-- {1 -1Io-R RC Rb Rc+Rb 5+3 8 "

Electric current: i, = I= T = 2"4A; Electric current: r) = *=T = ,.tO

Electric current i, = #,= S = O.ge

c) Energy: g: pXt = [(100x3) + (50xG)]10 = 6.6KW =+ cost: 50x6"6 = 330Rfw

14. a) The sun

b) Potential energy in his muscles - kinetic energy - calorific energy - sound energy and light energ'y.
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15. a)

b) The angle between the reflected ray and the normal is the same as that between the incident ray and the
normal.

SECTION B

16. a)
Solids Liouids Gases

Particles are very closely
oacked thus rieid

Particles are loosely packed thus
can flow

Particles are very packed and can
flow.

Voids are extremely small
thus imcomoressible

Voids are relatively larger thus
siiehtly compressible

Voids are very large and so highlY
compressible

Particle motion is restricted
to vibratory motion about a
fixed position

Particle motion is very slow Particle motion is very random.
These random movements enable
sases to diffuse.

Inter-particle force is very
large thus very dense

Inter - particle forces are
intermediate resulting in low
densitv

Inter-particle forces are negligible
thus imparting low density.

Solids have a "definite" of
"fixed" shape, and size they"
They resist a change ofthat
shape. They also occupy a
definite volume

A liquid "deforms" and takes the
shape of its container. It has little
resistance to shear forces that
would change the form it takes,
but thev have a definite volume

Gases have no definite shape and
expand to fill all the available
space.

b) Gases have no definite shape and expand to fill the available space.

c) The clay pot and water are bad conductors of heat.

d) Diffusion is the natural tendency of molecules to flow from higher conc.entrations to low
concentration. 'i

L7 " i) - The Iength of the wire (in m). The longer the wire; the more resistance that there will be.

- The cross sectional area of the wire (in mz); the wider the wire is, the less resistance that there will be

to the flow of electric charge. When all other variables are the same, the charge will flow at higher rates

through wider wires with greater cross-sectional areas than through thinner wires

ii) The resistivity of the material (in 0 m). Some materials are better conductors than others and offer less

resistance to the flow of charge. Silver is one of the best conductors but is never used in wires of
households due to its cost. Copper and aluminum are among the least expensive material with suitable

conducting ability to permit their use in wires of households.

iiD R=p*or-**= zoxTt(o.7 :Lo-\z = 30.7 7 m
10-"

18. a) i) and ii)

€-: Emergent ray

Mirror

Refracted ray
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iii) The change in angle of light ray is the same when it enters and leaves the glass. The direction of
incident ray is parallel to the direction of emergent ray. The two rays are parallel

Glass p

c) i) Dispersion (the separation of white light into its component colors by a prism)
ii) The index of refraction is different for each color.
iii) Violet (deviated most)

-Tiil nda (deviated least)

1e. a) i)

ii) Density.

b)p=pgh+h=3= 45ooo 
=4.5mgp 10x1000

c) Liquids are incompressible, communication integrals
d) Hydraulic press (brake), elevators etc.

20. a) Specific heat capacity, often shortened to speciflc heat, is the measure of the heat energy required to
increase the temperature of a unit quantity of a substance by a unit of temperature.

b) Heat given out: Q = mCAT = 3x440(200-100) = 1.320001.

c) Because water has a higher specific heat capacity and is less expensive"
d) The black object becomes hot because it absorbs more heat energy.

SECTION C

21. a) PartA is used in producing electricity
b) B: Rheostat for adjusting the amperage and varying resistance.
c) i) Not to diminish the intensity in the circuit.

ii) A voltmeter is an instrument used to measure electrical potential difference between two points in an
electric cireuit.

d) To avoid too much heat which would distort the results.

b)

/
rism

'lrl
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e)

Voltmeter readins (V) Ammeter readins {A) Resistance (e))

1 0.5 2.O
2 1.1 1.8
3 7"6 1.9
4 2"O 2.O
5 2.6 1.9
6 3.0 2.O

2.0+1.8+L.9+2+1.9+2
Mean resistance: R = = 1.9e)

6

22. a) Specific latent heat of fusion is the amount of energy required to convert 1 kg of a substance from solid to
liquid without a change in the temperature of the surroundings, all absorbed energy goes into the phase
change.

b) To find the specific latent heat of fusion of ice:

Weigh the empqrbeaker, m7

- Connectthe heater
- Stop watch triggers the onset of the 1't drop
- Stop the r:lock when we have a measurable quantity and it determines the duration t.
- Weigh the beaker containing the liquid base, m2

- Calculate:

o The mass of the liquid: ill = rnz - rnr
o Quantity of heat provided by the water heater: Q = Pt

o Heat absorbed by water: Q = mlf
o Heat absorbed by water - quantity of heat provided by the water heater i.e. mlf

= pt+ Lf =X

c) It is easy if we know the power to calculate the amount of heat.

d) Read error and loss of heat 
;;

23" a) Determination of test tube density by direct measurement of volume and mass.

i. Using the beam balance, determine and record the mass of the test tube m
ii. Determine the initial volume of the measuring cfinder: Z1

iii. Fill the test tube with water and use the measuring cylinder to measure the volume of that water.
iv" Holding the strin& lower the test tube containing water into the water until it is completely

submerged. Record the new water level: Vz

v, Determine the volume of the test tube: Vz = Vr + ry+V1) + V = Vz - (V1+V1)

vi. Calculate the densily using this volume and the ma M
SS:P=7

b) Volume oftest tube: Vz = Vr * (V+VJ + V = 70 - (20+40) = 10cm3

m26
Density: p = ;= il = 2.69/ cm3 - 26OOkg/m3

END
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